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TIGER LEATHERPUSHERS AGAIN VICTORS:
BUiLE CORPS LENDS BOWERY BALL TO PRODUCE EVERY FORM
OF GARB; FRIDAY BRINGS EAST SIDE NITE
DEFEAT CITADEL BULLDOGS FIVE-TWO NOTE TOJEREMONY
hide, Sloan, Bannister, and
Megginson win; Seigel
Gets Forfeit

COLONEL MUNSON ATTENDS R, U. C. MEET

Color Guard Participates in
Anderson Rotarian Celebration

. SIKES ADDRESSES
AUDIENCE AT FURMAN

Hamilton's Orchestra to Syncopate from Within
Prison Cell

Captain Heffner's leatherpushers
A few members of the Drum ana
Clemson's first "Bowery Ball" is
wound u:p a successful season with
Bugle Corps with the color bearers
attracting widespread interest ana
a decisive 5 to 2 victory over the Speaks on Subverse Elements and color guards journeyed to An- Speaks to Students on George evoking considerable
enthusiasm
Seeking Elimination of
Bulldog mittmen of the Citadel last
lerson Tuesday, February 16, 193-,,
Washington, the
among the cadets and the prospecFriday at Charleston.
o assist the Rotarians in their
Reserve Units
Farmer
tive guests. Not only is this the
The regular ibouts were preceded
jommemoration of the bi-centenniai
first dance of this type at Ciemson
by three exhibition fights. Johnson
The annual meeting of the Asso- anniversary of the birth of Georgo
Appearing as the principle speak- but is also the first of its kind at
of the Citadel outpointed Earl Sloan eiation of R. O. T. C. Colleges was . Washington.
er of the program in honor 01 any of the South Carolina colleges.
in the bantamweight division. The held on February 11 at Forth Me- | Col. F. L. Munson, an outstanding Washington's birthday, Dr. E. W. Davidson and. N. C. State have for
fight at first was rather' slow, but Fherson, Georgia, with Auburn act- 1 member of the club, gave a ver> Sikes, president of Ciemson College, several years sponsored like aithe Citadel man's right won the mg as the host. A large number of ^lightening talk on the signifl- -spoke at Furman University 011 i
la rs with such marked success that
decision for him in the last rouna. Colleges were represented.
Colce of the formal ceremony ex- Monday afternoon, February 22. they haYe become traditional and
In the lightweight class, Blitch of F. L. Munson attended and acted ended by military units to a foui
Doctor Sikes chose as , his subject, regarded by the North Carolina stuCiemson, easily outboxed Young- as representative of Ciemson. The star General. In the course of his George Washington, the Farmer.
dents as tneir moat important ball.
blood, of the Bulldogs.
meeting was presided over by Dr. talk he mentioned the fact that only "Washington was portrayed as the Tlie fact lnat Ciemson is a military
The heavyweight exhibition which Bradford Knap-p, president of Au- seven Americans had ever lived who most ^progressive farmer of his
college adds a flav0r probably lackbrought Symmes, Citadel, and Hen- burn, who was reelected as presi- were entitled to this honor.
day and generation.
His services ing at otner institutions inasmuch
ley, Ciemson, together was one of dent of the Association.
At the conclusion of the talk, the stated Doctor Sikes in the American as tne familiar uniforms will be
the fastest fights of the evening.
Many matters pertaining to the regulation "Four Ruffles and. Flour- Revolution and as President of the conspicuous only by their absence
The first and second rounds were welfare of military training in ishes and General's March" were United States were simply breaks
auQ in their place
wm he
colol>>
even, but Henley had an edge li- schools and. colleges were discussed rendered by the cadet musicians in his life as a farmer. Washingvariety,
absurdity,
and
originality.
the last round, and his better con- and definite action was taken in aa a^ tribute to the first and fore- ton owned five farms totalling eight
"The Bowery Ball" is supplanting
dition and boxing prevailed over most cases. Col. F. L. Munson was most of these seven men, General thousand, acres, and was deeply Inthe Mid-Winter Prom as the second
Symmes.
This consti- terested in research.
called upon to address the mem- George Washington.
dance of the year given by the
In the regular bouts, Lide and bers of the Association on the tuted a very Impressive ceremon;
Doctor Sikes again spoke Monday
Hughes were deadlocked at the ena subject "Subversive Activities in Re- ind it was presented in great style night in Charlotte on the program Senior Dancing Club and, if sucof three rounds, and Bostwick, the lation to Military Training in Col- ry the cadets to an appreciative with Governor Gardener of North! ceosiul, will probably become an
annual event, characterized by sucthird man in the ring, called an leges and Schools."
udience.
Carolina, and Governor Blackwood i
cess if future indications and inextra round. Again tbe better conAfter the ceremony, the cadets of South Carolina.
In Charlotte, j
Colonel Munson stated that an
Plans ar<
diion of the Ciemson man helped agreed that it was necessary foi were guests of the Rotary Club at Doctor Sikes advocated the adoption terest are indicative.
being formulated to transform the
Lide to gai nthe bantamweight dethe presidents of the various col- a bounteous luncheon served in the of an economic -program suited to : barren bulk of the field house into
cision in the extra round.
The
leges to endeavor to counteract the dining room of the Oalhoun hotel. the needs of the Carolinas.
a barroom on quite an extensive
The featherweight class ended in
Essential Feature of this program
subversive activities now being aia "kayo" for the Citadel.
Jack
would be a close relationship be- scale. Barred -prison windows wlli
i\ected by a certain radica! pacifiBlitch landed, a fast left and right
tween Agriculture and Engineering, grace the walls. The orchestra win
cist group against all forms of milirender its melody from within the
on Moore's jaw in the first rouna
especially the Textile Industry.
tary training in schools and colconfines of a prison cell. In one
that completely dazed the Ciemson
The
purpose
of
the
meeting
m
leges.
end
refreshments will be dispensed
man for the rest of the fight. The
Charlotte was to over-come the
Doctor Knapip unade a splendid. I
over
a bar whose very perfection
second round was fast and furious,
fear and timidity which is delaying
addres son the
r\ «.i«
r\
1
M.
Twill stir poignant memories in the
„ , subject of MilitaryJ I Outlines
Developments
ofC Texbut the Citadel man won this round 11 m . .
the
return
of
prosperity.
Training in Schools and Colleges,
hearts of old timers.
also. At the beginning of the third
tile Industry
paying particular attention to his
The Florida Collegians under the
round Blitch landed another fast
own R. O. T. C. unit at Auburn
left and right on Moore's chin and
direction of Fred Hamilton have
Mr.
David
Clark,
editor
of
the
as a well disciplined unit and an
referee Bostwick gave the fight to
been contracted to furnish the muSouthern Textile Bulletin, Charlotte,
the Citadel by virtue of a knock- excellent example and inspiration to North Carolina, addressed the junsic.
All radio listeners who are
the students of Auburn.
out.
fortunate enough to have tuned m
ior
and
senior
students
of
the
CiemAll members were hospitably enSloan's superior boxing ability
on Gainesville, Florida, during dintertained
by both the officials at son Textile Department on Tuesday,
ner hour ai e quite f
and headwork won the lightweight
February 16.
Situation
'
amiliar with the
Clarifies
Sino-Jap
class for Ciemson over Mailer of the Fort McPherson and Doctor BritUniversity of Florida orchestra ana
Beginning with its early developtain,
"president
of
Georgia
Tech.,
From
Military
Viewpoint
Citadel. The first round was rathei
! once having heard them have bement |in 'Scotland, Mr. Clark reand his staff.
slow and Sloan won this round by
icome addicts. Hamilton's acknowlviewed the history of the developColonel F. L. Munson addressed
using a left jab and a right upperment of the Textile industry. Ha the Greenville association of the edged reputation is that his group
cut. The fighting was fast in the
then spoke of the establishment of Officers Reserve Corps last Mon- is one of the -most sensational and
second round, but -Sloan's right beversatile college orchestras in the
the industry in Philadelphia and in day evening.
The crux of the
came more effective and he tooK
the New England 'States and of speech was on the Sino-Japanese colelgiate world. The Senior Dancthis round also.
Sloan used botn
ing Club is to be congratulated
its gradual transfer to the Soutn.
situation, both past and present. 1
left and right effectively in the
,
...
„
,.
.
*„
upon
concluding negoTT
t
a
taa
Mr. Clark stated that undoubtably m
The position of the United States ' t._i_. satisfactorily
.
third round and won a clear detiations
in
'procuring
the services of
the basic cause of the present de- was carefully analyzed, by the Ciemcision over Miller.
3 Florida Collegians.
pressed condition of the industry son Commandant, the talk being of
The welterweight class went to
Bowery costumes are not a strinwas over-production. Judging from firsthand nature since he has seen
Ciemson also, with Bannister using Touches on More Uncommon
gent
stipulation for admission but
the figures which he cited, the tex- much service in the Orient.
Activities and Finance
a fast left and a good, right cross
a
ho attend are
ile industry has found it necessary
Colonel Munson illustrated his " ™
earnestly enjointhat had the Citadel man at his
°d to Jear some costume typical of
Mentioning many of the less com- to curtail production to some ex- lecture with maps, the explanation New
mercy.
Wehlhorn fought gamely,
York s
tent every six to ten months since of which he was able to make
' "East Side". Variety
but was no match for the Tiger monly known activities and services
m thls lme should be
^finite and
mittman.
of Ciemson College, Mr. J. C. Lit- 19 21. The United States today has clear and concise -having served in : novel ldeas
rampant. The freedom
Hugh King, captain-elect of the tlejohn, business manager, spoke to fewer spindles per one thousand this territory during the Boxer Re- and
.
i
Please of inhibitions that acBulldog squad, defeated Cannon in the student body Tuesday, in cha- population than at any time dur- bellion
company
fancy dress will add more
the middleweight division. The fight pel, on the Organization and Finan- ing recent years. The speaker em(Continued on page five)
merriment to the occasion.
Gunphasized
the
.probability
of
success
was very fast and close the entire ces of the college, the business admen and, gangsters, hijackers ana
of
men
trained
in
the
industry.
three rounds and a decision waa ministration of which is run on a
There will be five regular no- bootleggers, waiters and bartenders,
bard to make, but King landed burget and with strictest accounting He stated that many mills when sebreaks at the "Bowery Ball" in will be seen mingling with chorus
lecting
men
for
responsible
posimore blows than Cannon and won throughout.
tions would give preference to the which all are eligible to participate, gal and coarse gals and Salvation
a hard-earned decision.
"In addition to collegiate instrucAt eleven-thirty o'clock will be held gals and Salvation Army lasses, poBilly Megginson outboxed and tion," he said, "the activities ot textile graduate who has had the
the GRAND MARCH for all couples licemen and plain-clothes men.
necessary
practical
experience.
outpunched Holland, Citadel cap- the experiment station and of the.
in attendance. During this feature i 'The poll for all and sundry is the
Mr.
Clark
is
well
known
in
tne
tain, for victory in the lightheavy extension and regulatory services
Southern textile industry.
Prac- the dancers will pass in review be- customary one dollar and sixty-<nve
class.
Megginson easily won the
(Continued on page five)
fore the hostesses who are to act cents.
All cadets are advised to
tically
every
issue
of
his
pu-oncafirst round and the first part of
3
U
is
judges,
deciding
which
girl
anfr
P'
^
'P
now in room 241 in order
tlon
carries
numerous
articles
of
the second round, and then Holland
to
avoid the inevitable last minute
interest either on labor -problems, which boy are dressed in the most
floored "Billy" at the end of the
rush and the imminent possibility
second, but Megginson came back
The sympathy of the faculty and management or progress in the 'bowery" fashion.. To these two of
not
will
be
awarded
prizes..
Immediatehaving time to attend to this
textile
industry.
in the third round to win the bout. the corps is most sincerely extended
IDef
ly
following
the
Grand
March
will
°re
the list is submitted. The
Citadel failed to have a man in to Cadet A. C. Swails, Jr. and his
be
the
Senior
Norbeak,
exclusively
dance
list
is also in room 241 ana
A wise man is he who not grieve
the heavyweight class and this was family in the death of his father
for
seniors.
This
is
an
extra
nocontains
a
few more spaces whereon
for
tbe
things
which
he
has
not,
forfeited to the Jewish Vagabond, Mr. A. C. Swails, Sr.
but rejoices for those which he has. break and should not be confused j enterprising cadets may still mReuben Seigel.
J scribe their femimes' names
■—Eupictetus. with the aforementioned five.
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a curtain completely over the millions of Carnegie, Rosenwald,
and Rockefeller, the greatest philanthropists in history, and
also the greatest advertisers. One meal to a man in need,
when given purely as a compassionate gesture, shames the
gifts of Croesus' wealth when good will and public laudationare expected.
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The Tombs, honorary organization at Duke University, recently
announced that a student aid liAND
brary will be conducted very soon
for the university.
The plan is
to have students who nave used
text hooks to donate them to the
library for the use of students who
are not able to purchase text
books.
Those who donate book*3
for the use of the library will have
their hooks returned to them ac
the end of the year if they soi detumes parallel the fantastic ideas
sire.
and. wierd schemes that are typical of the college, the doorman will
A Gamecock editorial carries the
need an entomologist, zoologist, stusentiment of the collegian with
dent of ancient civilization, a czar
these lines, "Sitting in chapel is
of Russia, a college professor ana
much more comfortable than waitone of the army sergeants for idening for a Street car."
tification purposes.
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Associate Circulation Manager
Circulation Associates

J. R. Hutcheson and W. B. Perry

EDITORIAL
THE BOWERY BALL
The Senior Dancing Club is to be commended for motivating the idea of having a "Bowery Ball" at Clemson. Other
than the "Taps Ball", this is the only scheduled informal
event of its kind to be held here throughout the entire year.
The average formal dance at Clemson is very similar to a
dress parade—stilted, starched, and dignified, affording very
little opportunity for actual relaxation. The Bowery Ball will
undoubtedly be more greatly enjoyed for its absence of "brass
buttons and stripes" than for any other reason. After all, it
is no novelty or change here for a cadet to dress formally for
a dance.
Although the dance itself is to be very informal, as are all
costume affairs, this does not mean that the conduct of those
attending will be allowed to drop from the usual high level
of all Clemson dances.
Lately, quite a number of outsiders who have recently attended dances here have complimented Clemson very highly on
her remarkably well behaved dance crowds. These people
went on to state further that it was quite surprising to them
to discover what a highly developed sense of propriety is exhibited at Clemson dances, as compared with the social functions of many other schools and colleges.
We might say that from personal observation we have also
discovered this to be true. Whether it is due to the vigilance
of the Cadet Discipline Committee and the chaperones, or
whether it is due to the difference in the moral fiber of the
participants, we do not know. We hope that it is due to the
latter reason.

It is often that the public fails to give proper recognition
to the really philanthropic characters that grace the paths of
our everyday life. At Clemson, perhaps the Cadets are quick
to criticize, and just as quick to forgive, but if every one's
character and true self were to be laid bare before the gaze,
the joking criticism, even thongh good-natured, would soon
cease to be prevalent.
There is a man at Clemson who has
given food to many hungry people who have been caught in
the undertow of the economic tide. The number he has fed
is undetermined, probably over a hundred. There is another
here who has never refused a bed to a tired wayfarer. Between the two every distressed person who has come to their
attention has received the hand of Samaritan kindness. They
have done this for the satisfaction of their personal sympathy,
unselfishness, and compassion. The acts of these men throw

WHMQ8E
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Regardless of the truths contained in the immortal Carnegie report
which was just as useful and appropriate as the ordinary steam
whistle of the proverbial plow, we
cannot be accused of overemphasizing minor sports ait Clemson. It
is surprising to note the complete
disregard that tennis, swimming,,
golf, rifles, and other minor sportb
are paid. It certainly seems thai
in an institution as large as ClemI son these athletic branches would
be developed. Of course it is necessary to promote the major sports
as both an advertising and financial aid to the college but it should
not he done at the expense of com- R. B. Stewart Elected Head at
pletely obliterating all others. Ten
Annual Meeting
good tennis courts would take
more boys from barracks as partiAn enthusiastic meeting of tne
cipants than any major sport on Washington Chapter of Clemson
the campus.
Alumni 'was held at the Kennedy"■Mutt" Gee once tried to lend Warren Hotel on February nlntn.
| his whole support to the develop- Contrary to the established custom
'■ ment of the minor sports, but whenfor such occassions, no program had
he left it seems that no one else ueen arranged, Ibut a very re-n
i has taken the trouble.
He has minutes after beginning the soup,
j left more than one concrete monu- the meeting evolved itself into a
ment of his work at Clemson and genuine old time "get-to-gether' .
it would be a decided step forward it was one of those occasions where
if someone else would pattern a everyone felt free to voice his senlittle work after him.
tiemnts on every tning, including
religion and politics, and soon ali
Bill Schachte has certainly been present had delivered at least two
doing a good job on the sadly de- impromptu speeches.
pleted Jaungaleers.
It is to De
Since Coach Neely and otner
hoped that the divorce of the pub'- Clemison representatives attended
lism from sympohny will result in the chapter's previous meeting, u
a better orchestra than has been was natural for the Alumni to disavailable in the cadet corps in the cuss
Clemson's Athletics.
The
past two or three years.
Under Washington Chapter, to a man, is
Pert Hodges this orchestra was un- solidly behind those men who are
doubtedly the hest in the state guilding the destinies of Clemson.
and there is just as much poten- Each Alumnus expressed his hign
tial music in the memibers of the admiration
for
Clemson's
new
coach.
P'ast Master R. J. Cheatham preIt is surprising that the noble
minded pacifists have not used the sided over the meeting, during the
argoment advanced by the quick- course of which the following ofwitted McBride in 'last .week's Dav- ficers were elected for the fiscal
id sonian; "Military Science is a year: Ralph B. (Doc) Stewart, '15,
study of War; War is Hell; there- president; J. A. McCrary, '98, firsc
fore Military Science is—well draw vicepresident; W. L>. Hart, '19, 2na
your own conclusions".
This is vice-president; W. P. Tincken, '10,
really a fine argument when com- secretary; and J. T. Wlgginton, '2b,
pared to some these ulteriorily treasurer.
Ralph Stewart is a well known
prompted people have advanced.
and sucecssful patent attorney. He
has Clemson as his principle hobby.
There is certainly a wonderful
The chapter made a fine selection
calling around the ifield house for
either some memher of the ath- of officers and a 'banner year lb
letic council or the landscapes It predicted.
The meetings of the chapter are
is very unpleasant to wade thru
nonthly and the attendence is quiic
ankle deep cinders, and still more
large. If any stray Tigers should
distasteful to swim thru mire and
muck, to the athletic events, in- happen to drift into the Capitoi
City, they should immediately get
cluding dances, held in the gym.
in touch with headquarters (Call
Perhaps some of the rent the stuR.
B. Stewart, National Press Builddents pay on their own athletic
ing).
hall would make the "down pay-

CAPITOL CITY GRADS
ELECT NEW OFFICERS

ment' on a nice paving job.
NOTICE !
Just how "bowery" the next iball
will he is a matter of much discussion. Many of the state newspapers advertise the fact that uniforms will be conspicuously absent.
It is to he hoped that the extraction of the romantic and glamorous cadet gray from the circle of
festivity and carefree youth will
not lessen the air of congeniality
and esthetic heauty that has alwayb
characterized Clemson dances —
Brass buttons, we are told hold potential roamnce— but surely the
Clemson mind need not worry about
such a trival matter. If the cos-

The following named men are to
serve as a nominating committee
for the officers of the Y. M. C. Afor next school year: P. N. Calhoun,
J. A. Weston, B. D. Cloaninger,
J. W. Talbert, and W. W. Fridy.
The report of the committee will
be made at Vesper Service at the
Y February 28, 1932. Any suggestions or likeable candidates will
be appreciated by the committees
please turn them in to W. W. Fridy
before February 26. The election
will take place at Vespers March
6.

Dartmouth College students played a practical joke of no small
proportions.
The town of Hanover, N. H., requires all eligible Dartmouth students to vote in order that the
town may collect a poll tax from
them. In retaliation, the students
attended a town meeting where
they introduced and passed two
bills which proposed the construction of a city hall one foot wide
and a mile high and a wall around
the town eight miles high. Hanoverites had to take the affair to
Washington to get out of building
the structures.—The Hornet.
Another victory for the commoi
people!
Food for thought: Tom has six:
apples, Dick has four apples, and
Harry has a thousand bales of cotton, which of the three is "set
in"?
The memibers of the present
Sophomore class might note a few
words from an article in this week's
issue of the "Technician."
"At a
meeting of the Junior class the
members voted to give the contract for the 193 3 class rings to
" The class rings of
Clemson students as well as the
Alumni. This year, as in the past,
the Junior class has had no voice
whatsoever in the selection of the
ring and the contract price to he
paid. Some advance the idea that
you don't have to buy a ring if you
don't want to. That is aside the
point. Clemson men want to have
more to say about the selection of
their rings and the price they pay
for them.
How's this for building up good
will hetween institutions of learning via Sports? The University of
Pennsylvania has invited 1,436 Institutions to participate in their
annual track, field, and relay carnival.
Those watching that athletic contests in the Feld House would be
rendering our athletes as well as
those of the visiting teams a service
by refraining from smoking during
the contests. Tobacco smoke is murious to the athlete's eyes and at
the same Itime it hampers his
breathing.
Come on Tigers, light
-our fags outside.
The Tulane Hullabaloo goes "gaga" in its hurlesque issue. April
first isn't so far off.
Things that never happen Oftej.
worry us most.
Hospital assistant—That cadet in
bed sick has been running a high
temperature for three days straight.
Dr. Milford—Oh, he'll be al right
now.
I've ordered the nurses to
bathe him but once a day.
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REGIONAL Y MEET
DRAWSDELEGATES
Annual Affair is Success; Dr.
Sikes Prominent Speaker
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SOPHOMORE

COUNCIL MEETS

The meeting of the Sophomore
.Council was held 'at the home of
Mr. Holtzendorff Tuesday night instead of in the cluib room.
Mr.
Holtzendorff
opened the
meeing
with an account of the Interstate
T. M. C. A. Conference which he
attended in Charlotte at the first 01
the week.
He emphasized especially, the growing attitude of World
I'eace and harmony which is asserting itself in spite of the present trouble in the far East.
After this, the meeting was turned over to Carter who conducted
an interesting discussion on the
high school boy's reasons for going
to college received especial attention.
Before adjourning, delicious
refreshments were served by Mrs.
Holtzendorff.

SENIOR COUNCIL
The Senior Council held its weekly meeting in the Y Cabinet room
Friday night.
The scripture was
read by Hugh Montgomery and was
followed by a prayer by Prof. "to.
W. Burton. Wallace Fridy reported
on the Interstate Y. M. C. A. meeting which was held in Charlotte,
February 16.
Professor Burton continued his
lecture on "The Life of Christ".
loltzy made a few general remarks
after which refreshments were served.
The meeting was closed by ra
prayer by Holtzy.
JUNIOR COUNCIL

C. A. Arrington led the devotions for the Junior Council, Tuesday night, February 16. The council had for its speaker Mr. G. H.
Aull of Clemson.
He delivered a
most interesting address on "The
Subconscious Mind".
His talk embraced the fact that there are many
hings in one's life which one may
receive and not be aware of.
As a part of his talk, Mr. Aull
ead appropriate selections from his
rap book.

VESPER

SERVICE

The regular vesper service was held
on February 21 just after supper. After a son.e; and a prayer, the speaker
of the evening, Dr. G. R. Sherrill was
introduced by G. A. Black.
Doctor Sherrill delivered a most
interesting talk on "George Washington". Doctor Sherrill's talk was quite
appropriate as February 22 is Washington's two hundredth birthday. After opening his talk with a few words
as to the birthplace of Washington,
Doctor Sherrill gave his hearers an
idea to what characteristics he attributed Washington's success. One of
these characteristics which went to
make hiim our national hero was that
of clear vision. Through the chaos and
despair of thoes trying times, Washington saw that a strong America
might evolve if only the neecssary steps
could be taken.
Even-thing that Washington undertook, he did as best as he was able.
If he wrote a letter, it was a masterpiece : if he surveyed a piece of land,
that land was thoroughly surveyed:
if he planned an attack, that attack
was completely planned. Even Washington's retreats were so completely planned that sometimes he would turn
about and put the eenmy to rout.
The secret of Washington's success
was his character. John Adams said
he gloried in Washington because he
was an example for the Americans
to follow.
In closing, Doctor Sherrill said that there have been greater

Another famous speaker of the
conclave was George Irving wno
showed just wherein a man may
become great; "He must become as
a child filled with the forgiveness,
awe,
curiosity,
generosity,
ana
cleaness." He also spoke of the
program with Doctor Sikes.
Clemson College was well represented along with other student
delegations from many of the colleges.
Romaine Smith, Joel Weston, Mr. Cooper, and J. C. Webb
furnished vocal entertainment at
the banquet, giving in the rendation also a duet by Cooper and
Smith.
Other representatives included Fridy, Gore, and Mr. Holtzendorff, head of the local Y. M.
M. C.

The interstate convention of the
Y. M. C. A. convened in Charlotte
on February 16 and 17.
This is
an annual affair comprising tnc
Y. M. C. A. representatives from
minds and greater generals than George
the two Carolinas.
The convention
Washington, but never has there been
was presided over by the well
a greater character.
known Morgan B. Spier, of Charlotte, who has been connected with
this work for several years, and who
CABINET MEETING
served in the capacity of chief executive during the past year.
The Y. M. C. A. Cabinet held its
The highlight of the convention
regular meeting in the cabinet room
was the speech by the nationally
of the Y, Monday night, February
known Fletcher Brockman, a resi15.
After Wallace Fridy had calldent of Columbia, South Carolina
ed the meeting to order, Brown
who has for the past two decades
jlenn read a few verses of scrip- been conected with the Y. M. C. A.
The regular monthly metting of
ture.
Charlie Hogarth briefly re- work in China. He was the featurthe Calhoun-Clemson School Improvelated the outstanding incidents of ed speaker at the meeting on Tuesment Association was held on Tues-the Student Volunteer's Conference day.
His presentation of the "Pre- day afternoon in the school audiat Rock Hill, February 12-14.
sent Foreign Work Situation" was torium, with Mrs- J. C. Littlejohn, the
John Durst tolk in a few words a 'masterly analogy of the past ami president, presiding. A representative
how "Senior Night" was planned present prevailing conditions in the number of patrons from Calhoun and
and carried out. The remainder of Orient.
The work of this famous Clemson
together
with
all
the
the meeting was taken up with Christian leader was literally re- teachers, wes present.
justness.
flected in a letter from a Chinese
With Mrs. Benjamin Freeman as
Christian worker which was read hostess, the regular monthly meeting
to the assembly.
of the Andrew Pickens Chapter, D.
Along with the other business A. R. was held on Monday afternoon,
Clemson
was
well
representcame the annual report of the In- with the regent, Mrs. S. R. Rhodes,
ed at the Student Volunteed Conferterstate Committee to the body. in the chair.
ence held at Winthrop College, FebruThe chief feature of this report was
ary 12-14 by the following: P. B.
After spending the week-end in
the fact that the commission haa
Holtzendorff, W. B. Perry, N. B.
Columbia with Mrs. Sparkman, the
not only operated successfully durGlenn J. P. Littlejohn, T. O. Bowen,
Reverand and Mrs. Satterlee returned
ing the past year of the current
G. A. Black. C. P. Hogarth, Mac
to Clemson on Monday.
They were
ecnomic deflation but that a deThames, and Karl Nuessner.
accompanied by Mrs- Burr Johnstone,
fecit had been paid, mainly thru
The Student Volunteer Movement i the efforts of J. Wilson Smith, who spent the week-end at State Park
with her nephew.
has been making rapid headway in interstate secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. LaMaster enSouth Carolina in the past few years.
In this report the full list o£
This movement has as its goal the the Y. M. C. A. work in the Caro- tertained informally the members of
sending- of students to serve as miss- linas was dealt with.
Boys work, the Neighborhood Club and their
ionaries on the foreign fields. It, of industrial work, student work, rail- husbands on Friday evening, bridge
course, does not wish to send all road associations, physical work, being played at four tables.
Tuesday night, Professor Little enits members as missionaries, but does membership campaigns, and many
hope to be of as great aid as possible other branches showed favorable re- tertained his bridge club at his apartment.
to the missionary program.
sults.
Monday night the men's Forum
At a banquet on Tuesday evenThe conferences are unique in that
Club
held its regular bimonthly meeting,
Dr.
E.
W.
Sikes
was
the
feaany one is welcome regardless of denomination. Miss Helen Witherspoon, tured, speaker. His message on tne ing at the Engineering Building. Proa graduate of Winthrop College, has subject of giving better men to the fessor Eaton, of the Textile Departbeen president of the Student Volun- world was received with quite an ment, led the discussion on "New
Ideas in Industrial Management."
teer Union and has led her follow- ovation.
With Mrs. Shanklin as hostess, the
Doctor Sikes explained that u
ers in a most excellent manner.
was not only the duty of the pre- Sewing Circle held its regular biDr. James P. Kinard, president of
sent generation to give mankind monthly meeting on Tuesday afterWinthrop College, opened the conto the world, but that this man- noon.
ference by welcoming the students to
Lieutenant Mark Bradley was the
kind must also be the best kind 01
Rock Hill- The program consisted ot
•nan that he is potentially capable week-end guest of his parents, Mr.
many very interesting talks and lecand Mrs. M. E. Bradley.
of delivering.
tures by the following: Dr. Fletcher
Brockman, Dr. T. R. Garth, Doctor
V V VVV^V
Adams, and John Minter. These were
followed by talks by Constantine P.
Olenick, of Russia, who attends the
University of South Carolina; Hagop
Hagopian of Egypt, who attends the
North Carolina tSate College; Timeteo
Gatika of China who attends Furman
University; Elizabeth Branson, Columbia College; Wade Perry, Clemson
College; Nancy Jones, Winthrop College ; and Elizabeth Manget, Duke
University.

Here, MEN,
smoke a
man's smoke
A PIPEFUL of good tobacco is distinctly a man's smoke.

taken over most
of our masculine
privileges.

T
T
Y
T
Y
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Lucille Acker presided over an international banquet which was held
Saturday night at the college.
The
speakers were: Frances Tobiola, Timeteo Gatika, and Hagop Hagopian.
Sunday morning the
discussions
were led by Dr. T. R. Garth and
Dr. Fletcher Brockman. John Minter
presided while the students discussed
what they hoped to accomplish in the
very near future.
Happy Harrison
closed the conference with a short, but
very inspiring devotional.

Occasionally upon a shot of rye
I find my thoughts go back
To a liquid that I lack
That bears the lonely label, Gordan
Dry.
Oh, it's Gin, Gin, Gin,
(It's best to have a stomache lined
with tin.)
Though I've guzzled you and spilled you.
By the boiler that distilled you
You're a better drink than corn is,
Gordon Gin.
Where can you get rye for a
dime?
Quick.—Cadet.
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But

pipe smoking still

CAMPUS NOTES

fT

The

women (long may they wave!) have

belongs to us.
In every walk
of life you'll find
The pipe is not for
pretty girls.

that the men at
the top are pipe

smokers. And most college men agree
that the pipe offers the rarest pleasures
a man could ask of his smoking.
When you smoke a pipe, be sure
you choose the tobacco that will give
you the greatest
enjoyment. In 42
out of 54 colleges
Edgeworth is the
favorite. You can
buy Edgeworth
wherever good
tobacco is sold.
Or for a Special
f

T

sample packet,

Here's the smoke for
men, a pipe and good
tobacco.

write to Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d
St., Richmond, Va. Sample is free.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive eleventh process. Buy
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—Edgeworth ReadyRubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice.
All sizes, 15f! pocket
package to $1.50
pound humidor tin.
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College Stationery-Clemson
Jewelry
Parker & Sheaf(er Pens and
Pencils
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alk on the subject of the Honor
. raternity at the meeting of Phi
"si last Thursday evening. Several
.iteresting facts were revealed, conCALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
erning the value of this sort of
On Tuesday night after call to .rganization to both the college and
quarters, a large number attended :he student.
the regular meeting of the Calhoun
A. I. E. E.
Literary Society. An inaugural talk
by the incoming president, J. H.
The Clemson branch of the A. I
Saylors, jokes by C. M. Henely, and
a poem by Oharles 'Cowherd were E. E. met Thursday evening in
Riggs Hall. An interesting program
the features of the program.
was given by J. L. O. Foster, H.
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY A. Clayton, S. E. Lowry, and J. F.
Smith.
Plans were discussed for
The regular meeting of the Pal- taking an inspection trip to the inmetto Literary Society was held in dustrial development at Tallulah
the Society Hall at 8:00 Thursday Falls, Georgia, sometime in April.
night. The members W. W. Fridy, Six large hydro-electric plants will
J. Metz, S. A. Cooler, J. P. Wood- be visited on the trip. After busiside, and J. R. Moss rendered an ness had been discussed, a General
exceptional program. After a bus- Electric 'moving .picture on "Electric
iness session, the meeting adjourn- Refrigeration" was shown, following
which the meeting adjourned.
ed.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

at the home of Prof McGinty. Mr.
Burdette gave an instructive lecture
on the state of Arizona, where he
has spent the last two years. A
numiber of slides on "Hearticulture"
with a detailed explanation of each
one by Prof. McGinty, were shown.
FOUR-H CLUB
A short meeting of the Clemson
College Four-H Cluh was attended
jy most of the memlbers in Doctoi
Ceilings' classroom Tuesday evening. The meeting was for the purpose of discussing plans for the
Club to give a program at the
March meeting of the Winthrop 4-H
Club.
A. S. M. E.

On Friday night from eight to
twelve, the members of the A. S. M.
E. enjoyed a social at their log cabin,
the Hermitage. The residents of the
HORTICULTURAL CLUB
PHI PSI
Hermitage, Rab Mansfield and Bob
Hughes received the guest among
The mem'bers of the Horticultural whom were Prof, and Mrs- C. P.
Dr. Rupert Taylor, Professor of
English, delivered a very learned Cluib met immediately after supper Philpot. Every boy was required to

WEDNEiSDAY, FEB. 24, 1932
bring a girl before he was permitted
to enter. No. stags being present everyone had a most enjoyable time. All
members were present.
A variety of entertainment such as
dancing, games, story-telling was entered into heartily. Ed Morris ana
his famous troupe of Scot performers
gave an one-act play, "Little Nell";
Maria Martin playing the part of Little Nell.
Professor Philphot gave a very interesting explanation of the fourth
dimension. Refreshments were served,
these being given to the Society by
Captain Harcombe.

be the man who takes up farming from
a business standpoint and applies with
scientific knowledge the fruits of this
modern machine age in which we are
now living.

Is Chris Patrick a popular boy?
Popular?
I should say he is.
Why, when he left town, thirty girls
went back in circulation.
The fellow who is a live wire
is seldom sat on.

The engineer's latest song: "Industrial E'd here we come".
Say, 'have you hoys asked First
A. S. A. E.
Sergeant Holman about his net*
At the regular meeting of the A. radio? Better inquire. He has onu
S. A. E. last Thursday night a very that automatically cuts off at 10:30
interesting talk was made by W. H. p. m. See, you don't always need a
clock.
Mickell on farm power.
Statistics were presented showing
how horses and mules on the farm
Doc. Taylor—There are always
have been and are being replaced by
modern power machinery. This goes two sides to everything.
Cadet—You haven't seen the new
to prove that the business of farming
is becoming commercialized.
The one-piece bathing suits have you,
successful farmer in the future will Doc?

a

we thevTaste B etter

LIKE TO HEAR A REALLY
GOOD RADIO PROGRAM?
• Tonight . . . tune in on the
Chesterfield broadcast at 10:30
Eastern Standard Time and
listen to music by Nat Shilkret's
Orchestra and Alex Gray, popular baritone. It's on the Columbia Network every night, except
Sunday.

I'm sort of restless... always on the lookout for something that hits the old taste
spot. . . and clicks! But I've noticed that I
never get tired of Chesterfields. They always
taste better to me.
"That can't be an accident. It stands to
reason ... a cigarette that always tastes
better . . . has got to be made better. You
know what I mean . . . purer materials . . .
more up-to-date ways of working. I'm willing to bet that's why my last Chesterfield of
the day is as mild and satisfying as the first!"

THEY'RE MILDER • • THEY'RE PURE • • THEY TASTE BETTE R
© 1932.

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

• • They cHzZcjhf
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TIGERS WIN FROM P, G. SUCCESSFUL SEASON MINARET GLUR HOLDS
BUT LOSETG FURMAN FOR TiGERGUB QUINTET INTERESTINGJEETING

DRIBLET
DOPE
5HJPWlfcClO([LLY
"'Pu'ai Wgi .ifr'

BOXERS OFF TO TOURNAMENT
A selected group of seven fighters this morning left to represent Clemson in the annual Southern Conference Boxing
Tournament to be held in Charlottsville, Va., Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this week.
That the tourney sponsored by the University of Virginia
will be a success is assured by the unprecedented degree of
interest being shown by Conference schools this year. It was
originally planned that the meet last only two days, Fiday and
Saturday, but the list of entrees has grown so rapidly and
steadily as to necessitate extending the period of competition
to three days, beginning Thursday. This change in the plans
consequently cut short the time left for training, making it
necessary for the Clemson officials to postpone a match scheduled for the first of the week with the University of Georgia.
HAVE HAD GOOD SEASON
The leatherpushers, under the
direction of Captain Heffner for
the first time, have enpoyed a most
successful season, and have shown
quite a marked improvement during
the progress of the training period.
Victims of the Bengals are North
Georgia, Florida, Presbyterian College, and the Citadel.
Carolina
received a closely contested 4 to 3
decision over Clemson in the only
setback of the year.
Although they clash with some
of the best amateurs in the South,
the Tigers are conceded a fair
chance to show In the results ol
the tournament. In particular, the
advancement of Captain Reufben
Seigel in the heavyweight division
will be followed with great Interest by those who have seen the
big Jew sling the leather.
Other men accompanying Captain
Heffner are Lide, bantamweight,
Moore, (featherweight, Sloan, lightweight,
Bannister,
welterweight,
Cannon, middleweight, Meggin.son,
lightweight,
Seigel,
heavyweight,
and Manager Brigman.
CLEMSON NEEDS
TENNIS COURTS

»

It is asserted that the University
of Maryland will this spring build
25 new tennis courts. Now it is
a difficult thing for a Clemson onan
to imagine what one school coula
do with so many NEW tennis
courts.
Even if the University had had
not courts at all 'before, that would
make a rather impressionable beginning.
But 25 NEW courts is
speaking in terms quite incomprehensible to Clemson ears. It's just
like trying to keep up with Einstein talking in terms of lightyears and Angstroms. The range
exceeds th grasp of the imagination of the Clemsonite in the first
case, as surely as layman is unable
to visualize with Mr. Einstein In
the second.
The wherefore of this statement
can easily be appreciated by merely considering the fact that there
are now available to Clemson cadets exactly THREE tennis courts
in usable condition. Now how in
the world can ten hundred men, a
good percentage of whom like to
play tennis, ever expect to get
near a court?
TIGERS NOT IN
COURT TOURNEY
Clemson's basketball squad1 will
not be present at the opening ot
the oSuthern Conference Tournament at Atlanta Friday.
Coach
Neely and his staff have decided
that the financial status ana general
competitive standing of the court
outfit is not such as to warrant
the meet.

Three other members of the
Conference, Virvinia Military Institute, South Carolina, and Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, also are not
to participate.
Of the Iremaining
teams, practically all have filed
entrance applications. Sixteen teams
will he selected from this number
for titular competition.
SHERMAN SHOWS UP
During the last week Coach
Davis' court machine has shown a
marked improvement as a whole,
but this improvement has been even
more noticeable in a particular
sophomore forward—Joe Sherman
to (be precise.
In three games
Sherman has amassed 31 points to
rise from a tie for third to second
place in the list of state high
scorers.
The most spectacular rise was
that of Bullington Wofford forward,
who in three games rang up a
total of 42 points to Teplace Wolf
in the top rung position. The Methodist was tied for fourth a week
earlier.
Wolf, forward tor Carolina, had a had week, getting only
nine points in a pair of contests,
and thereby lowering himself into
fourth place.
The rating of the upper five men
follows:
1. Bullington, Wofford, f.
118
2. Sherman, Clemson, f.
109
104
3. Smith, Furman, if.
10
4. Wolf, Carolina f
^
97
5. Lambeth, Newberry, f.
(Continued from page one)
MR. LITTLEJOHN, BUSINESS HEAD, SPEAKS
are

carried

on
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over

the

entire

state.*'
He also mentioned the part played hy the college in Boys' Club
work, in the eradication of cattle
ticks and tuberculosis among milk
cows, in building up a Berkshire
heTd known by hog breeders all
over the United States, and in supplying information and services 10
farmers which has led to more progressive farming over the entire
state.
In speaking of the condition of
the barracks, Mr. Littlejohn revealed the interesting fact that the
dormitories here at Clemson are in
much better condition than those
of some of the colleges he has reently visited. He also commended.
the cadets on their willingness to
cooperate with the school in keeping the barracks in igood condition
students of future years. Mr.
Littlejohn stated that, with the aid
of appropriations, the school win,
in a few years, be able to put all
barracks in excellent condition.
With reference to the former graduates of this institution, Mr. Littlejohn said that more Clemson students are teaching in the state at
present than students from any
other institution except Winthrop.

Delayed Rally Almost Takes Only One Game Lost During Senior Architects Get PractiContest from Baptists
the Season
cal Experience "Selling"
Plans
The Tiger basketeers continued
Under the expert tutelage or
their recent show of good form toy Joach Bob Jones, the Cub quintet
At a recent meeting of the Mincompletely outclassing the P. u. liad a very successful season, win- aret Club, the seinor architects reBlue Sox in the first half and then ding eight out of nine games play- ceived instruction in a phase of
coasting to a decisive victory in ,d, and running up 253 points as professional practice heretofore negthe second half of the game last ompared with 173 points scored lected. The occasion was the comTuesday night at Clinton with a, igainst them.
pletion of a series of designs for
score of 43 to 23. The score ai
The Frosh lost their only gam« an architectural terra cotta plant
the end of the first half was 2 6-7 .0 Greer high toy the score of 24 to and each member of the senior class
in favor of Clemson.
i.7. They were atoly revenged, how- appeared before the Cluto to pome
A slight letdown in the Tiger ;ver, by defeating Gaffney Smltn a out the merits of his solution to the
defense during the second hala, vroteges in a return game, 31 to a±.
problem.
coupled with a Blue Sox rally
The Cubs won over Parekr High
The meeting began with a short
right after the rest period, made in two games played with the
talk by Professor Lee, director or
the game very interesting for a Aeamesmen.
This was no small the department, who urged the netime. This was perhaps ' one of the feat, considering the showing Parkcessity for architects to be able
best games the Tigers have playeo er has made this year.
to support their claims with convinso far this season. They used tootn
The University of Georgia Fresh- cing arguments and outlined the
fast breaking and slower offenses men were twice defeated by the
ethics of the American Institute 01
with equal success.
Rats by substantial scores.
Architects as applied to this phase
Sherman continued as high scorSpring football, which claimed of practice. Immediately following
er for the Bengals with 15 points
Woodward, Spearman, and Dillard, the seniors were excused from tn»
Calhoun and Schuler were best on
ill first string men on the Fresh- room until summoned for appearthe defensive. Simmons played an
men five, was responsible for tire ance before the faculty and othei
excellent floor game and was seconu
short season.
members of the club. Each comhigh scorer with an even dozen
Coach Joe Davis is looking for- petitor entered in his turn and atpoints. Captain Clark played only
ward to this year's frosh five to tempted to "sell" his design for an
a few minutes of the game. H<=
considerably strengthen the varsity Architectural Terra Cotta Plant to
was kept on the side lines toy an
his fellow members who were acting
injured eye which he received in quad next year.
A summary of games follow:
as judges to decide which shoula
the Citadel game.
At one timenear the end of the game tiie Clemson 44 Seneca High __ 17 make the better impression as to
19 the value of his design. At the
Tigers had an entire sophomore Clemson 24 Parker High
29 completion of the last talk, th«
team on the floor—[Hill and Sher- Clemson 33 W. C. T. C.
10 competitors
withdrew from
the
man, forwards; Simons center; ana Clemson 15 Ga. Frosh.
Clemson 17 Greer High
24 room, an da poll of the judges was
Harvely and Schuler, guards.
24 taken to decide the winner.
The
A. Copeland led the Sox with Clemson 25 Parker High
21 first vote showed a tie between F.
nine points and played a nice flooi Clemson 31 Greer High ,
9 J. Sharpe and H. B. Wilson, auu
game.
Adams and Nettles tooin Clemson 38 Great Falls
a second vote gave first place to
shone at times.
There defense
173 Wilson. The other competitors were
strengthened during the second hall Clemson 253 Opponents
J. K. Durst, A. J. Dyess, W. M.
and slowed, the Tigers up for a
while Well's floor game combined Latimer, and N. O Whitlaw.
while.
with Smith's offence were Furman's
The winning designs in this comDisplaying the fighting spirit that binning lights.
petition are now displayed on the
G
F
TP
has long characterized Clemson CLEMSON
walls of the department of archi0
0
0
teams, the Tiger quintet last Fri- Davis, f.
ecture and may toe seen at any
2
15
time.
day ibattled the highly touted Fur- Sherman, f.
2
15
man Hurricane on even terms for Simons, f.
0
11
practically the entire 40 minutes. Craig, c.
(Continued from page one)
3
17
Bob Smith, Furman's sophomore Calhoun, g.
12
4
center, opened the scoring with a Clark, g.
COL. MUNSOX SPEAKS
0
0
0
"snow bird" in the first minute of Schuler, g.
AT RESERVE MEETING
play, only to have Pat Calhoun even
7
5
19
the count a few seconds later. Tnen
Colonel Munson has been active:
the Tigers literaly cut loose and
in promoting the various Reservt
G
F
TP
before Furman woke up they were FURMAN
units in South Carolina during h;r,
2
1
0
on the small end of a 7 to 2 score Wells, f.
tour of duty at Clemson.
It :s
3
0
6
Furman then displayed her powers Southern, f.
mainly thru his efforts the organi1
1
0
as a mighty machine toy running the Alley, f.
zation at Clemson has attained the
0
8
4
score up to 14 to 8 before the half Smith, c.
high degree of efficiency and in4
2
0
Ohlsen, g.
rnded.
terest it now holds. It is seldom
1
0
2
Furman supporters settled back Adair, g.
the Colonel is failed to be invited
0
0
0
in their seats and the band sent Bomar, g.
as a featured speaker at any mil numerous pep tunes echoing around
tary function in the state, and. he
23
1
11
the gym.
Everyone expected a
has always toeen in special demand
demonstration of the Hurricane's
at any meeting of the organized re"Free-wheeling".
The Tigers reThe apologies of the Staff are ex- serves.
turned to the court as self-controlled and as calm as the Celtics. The tended to the advertisers in last
whistle belw for the beginning of week's Issue of THE TIGER who
what proved to toe both the grim- Found their ads to be bountiful in
Many men owe the grandeur ot
Through a their lives to their tremendous d:tmest and most spectacular twenty typographical errors.
minutes of toasketball that has been nistake the proof on these ads Acuities.—C. H. Spurgeon.
o'en in Greenville this year. Clem- vas overlooked in the corrections,
son unleashed an attack that threw 'loke Sloan's ad should have read
Eat At
fear into the hearts of all Furman 'Friendly Five" instead of "Frind■ j iff
sympathizers. Three goals in rapid y Five."
THE PRINCESS CAFE
'uiccession toy Calhoun, Clark, and
Charcoal Broiled Steak
Sherman tied the score at 14 all.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Many a man ha lost his grip by
Alley, sub Furman forward, broke
Clemson
Men Always Welcome
the tie with a foul only to have hanging to one idea too long.
Calhoun tie it again in a like
manner. Pat again toroke through
the entire Furman defense for two aagjiisaaigHsiaiiij^
more points, and Clarke increased
the lead to three points with a foul
is
shot.
m
Real Loud Fancy $1.00 Ties at __
$0.50
a
Inability to freeze the ball com11
Bright Orange Shirts, Regular $2.50, for
1.00
-elled the Tigers to attempt to inH
m
crease their lead, thereby affording
Blue and Yellow Sweatshirts, Special
.75
H
Smith and Wells the opportunity
Green and Tan Wide-Collar Shirts to wear
H
^o intercept two passes and dribwith Sweaters
.75
n
ble under the goal «<*» *— ~ als
Extra-Dynamic Golf Hose 1.50 to 2.00 values
.95
ind a one point lead. Clark comA Few Pairs of Wool Knickers, Minus Fours
2.50
peted Clemson's scoring with a
College Hats, all colors, green, orange, white
.50
"oul, while Southern and Adair, in
E
- last minute ralyl, sent Furman
SEE DISPLAY AT
H
ahead with a four point lead.
m
Calhoun's offense, Clark's defense,
•^nd Simmons' floor work were the
brilliant spots of Clemson's attack,

- SPECIALS FOR THE ROWERY RALL -

HOKE SLOAN'S
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TRACK GETS UNDER G. W. G, ART CLASS
WAY; SQUAD SMALL
GUEST OF CLEMSON
Lack of Broad Jumper, Miler Inspect Architectural Department and The Calhoun
Weight Man Offers PosiMansion
tions

With Joe Davis's ibasketeers having just finished their season in a
_ame against WoiCord, Tuesday
night and the pugs having only the
Conference meet ahead of tnem,
the athletic attention of Clemson
is divided between the finish of
spring football and the development
of the track team.
No definite forecast can be matte
of the team at this time. Graduation took "Mink'' Line Merger, holder of the state record for the mile,
"Big Gun" Cannon, two miler; Buster Coin, weight thrower, and several other stalwarts off the team. Tl!e
chances of the team have further
been hindered by the failure of
Captain-elect Adams to return to
college.
7
Those returning from last year's
team and the events in which they
expect to compete are: Ben Martin,
Charlie Hogarth and Fulmer in the
half-mile; Joe Webb in the mile;
Boulware in the two mile; Craig
and Tribble in the high jump; Patterson and Wilson in the javelin,
Seigel in the shot and discus; Armstrong in the century and the twotwenty; Whitmire in the low buidies.
iMen coming up from last
year's state champiship rat team
are: Lynn in the hundred and twotwenty; Vance in the shot, discus
and low hurdles; Gilmer in the high
hirdles; Curry in the ipole vault ana
discus; Roberts in the quarter-mile,
Latimer in the half-mile; Latham
in the two mile.
This year's schedule will keep
the teaim busy through the muntns
of April and May.
The schedule
opens with the University of Georgia in Athens on April 2. Other
engagements include Georgia Tech,
here on April 9; Presbyterian College here on April 16; "University
of South Carolina in Columbia on
April 23; State Meet in Clinton'on
May 5 and 6; the Southern Conference Meet in Atlanta on May 20 and
21. The 'freshman team will meet
the P. C. Rats at the .same time the
two varsities meet.
This is the
only rat meet arranged so far;
however, an effort is toeing made to
get more contests. It is expected
that another Freshmen State Meet
will he held in conjunction with the
varsity meet.
So far the work of the tract
team has Ibeen hampered by a lack
of material. Instead of the usual
forty or fifty men, there have been
only ten or 'fifteen out. True, spring
football has kept quite a lot of them
away but there is a wealth of material in the school that not made
its apeparance. This year's team
is badly in need of new material,
especially in the field events.
In
some of the events, such as the
broad jump, there is not a single
experienced, man available. Reuben
Seigel will need a lot of help with
the weights and several good huddlers could find a place on the
team without crowding it.
Places
are to he had in all of the events
.by any man in school who will
come out and work.
Former experience will help a great deal,
but there is no telling what you can
do until you come out. Why not
give Coach Howard a "break and
help him 'put out a reputable team
at Clemson?
The prespects are bright for
another pennant winning rat team.
The fast backfield men of the freshmen football team are expected to
show the way in the sprints, while
the 'huskies of the line will try tossing the weights and the javelin out
of sight. Any freshmen in school
who are interested in track are
urged to get out on the field ana
start to work.

Upon the invitation of Professor
Rudolph E. Lee, head of the architecture department of Clemson College, the art classes of G. W. C.
under Mrs. Milton A. Sullivan motored to Clemson Monday afternoon
to see some of the fine art work
being done there in charcoal, pastelles and water color. An exhibit
of masterpieces purchased abroad
years ago by Mr. Clemson was
shown. A display of minatures, besides . the students ifiiie work in
Architecture, was inspected,
in their honor and, exerything was
The Calhoun Mansion was opened
pelasant and profitable one for the
visitors.
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dent work in architecture resulted
SODAS
in the following awards:
CIGARS
I
Freshmen— "Rendering Plate"':
I
Stop by Before the Dance
J. E. Simmons, G. E. Lafaye, W. D.
Hodge, and C. C. Harrison madt
grades of A.
AT
Solphomore Design—"A . Mansoleum": A. A. Dickson and S. L.
Moise made grades of A.
Junior Design—"A Greek Tern
■■
pie": N. B. Flagg and E. A. NewSANDWICHES
berry tied for first. E. W. Durant
and W. A. Boles made grades of
A and A—i respectively.
"A City House": W. A. Bowles
and E'. A. Newberry made grades oi
A.
Senior Design: "A Zoological Lab
oratory": A. J. Dyess and F. J.
Sharp e made grades of A.

JOE SLOAN'S

J. O. JONES
GREENVILLE, S. C.

The objector to Prohibition spoke
bitterly— Water lias killed more
people than liquor ever did.
Dry—You are raving—how do
you make that out?
Anti-prohibitionist—Well, to begin with, there was the flood.

OUTFITTERS TO CLEMSON MEN FOR
25 YEARS
CLEMSON HEADQUARTERS IN GREENVILLE
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The American Tobacco Co.
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Now I use LUCKIES only

POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL
Sue Carol's wealth was a hindrance rather than a help. Holly-

//

"I have had to smoke various brands of cigarettes in pictures, but it was not until I smoked LUCKIES that I discovered the only cigarettes that did not irritate my throat.
Now I use LUCKIES only. The added convenience of
your improved Cellophane wrapper that opens so easily

wood thought she was ritzy, but
Sue soon proved she was a "regular guy" ... she made 14 pictures
her very first year . . . her latest
is UNIVERSAL'S "GRAFT." She
has reached for a LUCKY for two
years.

Not a farthing was paid

for those kind words. That's
white of you. Sue Carol.

"It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection—against irritation—against cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.
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